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Empathic Speculation: A 4E Cognitive Approach to Jazz Interaction



[…] allows for creative risk-taking, which can 
result in the production of spontaneous musical 
utterances. (Seddon, 2005: 58)



Case Study Four: Mosvatnet

• Currently planned for June 2023

• Performances in Birmingham and London, UK plus a studio 
recording

• Featuring: Angelica Sanchez (piano), John O’Gallagher (alto 
saxophone), Tori Freestone (tenor saxophone), Per Zanussi 
(bass) & Andrew Bain (drums)

• Currently discussing the post-performance cognitive analysis 
structure with Dr. Raymond MacDonald (University of 
Edinburgh, UK) & Dr. Joel Krueger (University of Exeter, UK)



micro-timing as a theory to better understand 
groove (Feld and Keil, 1994; Iyer, 2002 & 2004; 
Doffman, 2008)



[…] model of creativity and cognition [that] brings 
into view the divergent viewpoints of collaborating 
improvisers, as opposed to traditional accounts of 
improvisation that often emphasize the 
participants’ sharing of a common perspective as 
centrally important. (Linson & Clark, 2017)



A 4E approach to the living mind is 
represented by four categories (embodied; 
embedded; enacted; and extended) and has 
been used extensively in recent times to 
explain various approaches to music cognition 
(Clarke, 2005; Krueger, 2014; van der Schyff
et al., 2018)



Grounded
Theory
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[…] an atmosphere of trust allows for creative risk-taking, which can result in the production of 

spontaneous musical utterances that may be regarded as examples of empathetic creativity. 

(Seddon, 2005: 58) 

 

While Seddon ‘proposed that empathetic attunement is a necessary prerequisite for the emergence of 

spontaneous musical utterances which exemplify empathetic creativity’ (Seddon, 2005: 50), due to a 

lack of expertise in the musicianship of the players, it was seldom experienced.3 One of the things I 

want to explore in this research is whether the use of expert musicians has the potential to enable a 

greater degree of group attunement in performance, and what this means for our understanding of 

jazz practices.  

Seddon’s case study analysis was based upon the Grounded Theory method (Glaser & 

Strauss, 1967) and the adapted constant comparative method (Glaser & Strauss, 1967; Lincoln & 

Guba, 1985). This provided a logical methodology for post-performance analysis with the following 

main stages: 

• Stage One: Immersion 

• Stage Two: Categorisation 

• Stage Three: Phenomenological Reduction 

• Stage Four: Triangulation (my self-evaluation would replace the ‘member checks’ in Case 

Study One) 

• Stage Five: Interpretation 

 

In other supporting literature, the ethnomusicological approach to jazz improvisation 

explored by Paul Berliner in Thinking in Jazz (Berliner, 1994) provided a comprehensive 

context for jazz research, and Derek Bailey’s Improvisation (1993) helped illuminate free 

 
3 For consistency, I replace ‘empathetic’ with ‘empathic’ moving forward. 



Player Piano (2015) excerpt 52’



Early analysis:

Player Piano 
(Case Study 
One, 2015)

Embodied Knowledge 

 

 

• Familiarity with 

compositions and solo 

forms 

• Knowledge of 

compositional context 

• Preparation and 

planning 

• Personal practice 

• Rehearsal 

• An experiential 

knowledge of 

improvisation 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Knowledge in Action 

 

 

• Physical gesturing 

• Eye contact 

• Musical repetition 

• Reactive interaction 

• Aural Instruction 

• Musical intuition 

• Sympathetic mirroring 

of musical ideas 

• Creative risk-taking 

• Spontaneous musical 

utterances 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Group Response 

 

 

• Pro-active interaction 

• Empathic interaction 

• Aural Cooperation/ 

Collaboration/Dissonance 

• Increased emergence of 

group attunement 

• Group problem solving 

• Creation of original group 

textures 

• Maintaining energy 

between solos 

• Macro group shaping of 

solos, tracks, sets and 

performance 
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Physical gesturing was regularly used throughout performance, either to cue a certain part of 

the composition, such as the end of a solo, or to positively reinforce the direction of the 

music. I took particular note of physical gesturing as instruction (including eye contact, order 

of solos, and gesturing as affirmation between group members). More important than this 

however, were aural transactions in real-time, which indicated the transfer of knowledge 

taking place between members. Transactions such as, repetition and re-iteration of phrases to 

give emphasise in performance, and harmonic and/or rhythmic tension and release, are 

examples of aural instruction defined by the following four categories:14 

• Aural Instruction (including repetition of phrase, rhythmic alignment [where one 

instrument affects the underlying pulse of a solo], melodic/harmonic mirroring of a 

phrase or idea, and repetition/chromaticism as a means to elevate the dynamic of the 

group) 

• Aural Cooperation: aural instruction is acted upon by another player 

• Aural Collaboration: emergent from elevated group attunement and resulting in a 

musical dialogue between the soloist and the accompanist(s) where an empathically 

creative approach is evident 

• Aural Dissonance: existing when one or more player’s empathic reaction to the solo 

differs 

 

To return to one of my main research areas: there is a tendency among some improvisers to 

want to stay within their comfort zone, which can hinder their empathic creativity. In my own 

practice, I have previously tried to address this tendency metaphorically by putting myself in 

the mind of another player. It was a way of predicting what they might play next so that, in 

 
14 Re-iterations were used numerous times in between solos where the new soloist would start with a phrase 

borrowed from the previous solo creating a connection in the continuation of the horizontal melodic line. 



Player 
Piano 
example of 
analysis
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Events as follows: 

1 – guitar introduction to melody (see Appendix A) on soprano saxophone (the only time 

Dixon chose to play this). Drums used hands to play drums as a textural contrast and to 

reflect the intimate nature of this composition (Aural Cooperation) 

2 – soprano saxophone solo on the form. Continues with the sparse texture created in the 

melody. Drum transition to brushes in bridge to reflect shape of solo (Aural 

Cooperation/Empathic Interaction) 

3 – guitar solo on the form 

4 – piano solo on the form. Descending chromatic lines seemed to mirror the compositional 

context (Aural Cooperation) 

5 – melody played by saxophone to end with contrasting piano tremolo textures on the 

bridge. Drums return to hands, and piano returns to descending chromatic figures, until the 

saxophone plays the final vamp 

 

Track Five [49’44”] ‘Mark Time’ (Kenny Wheeler) 

Events as follows: 

1 – melody (see Appendix A) played freely by the saxophone with piano accompaniment. 

Then rhythm section join (Aural Cooperation and Collaboration; Empathic Interaction) 

1b – time is brought in by drums after a pause on the last note of melody (Aural Instruction), 

and then the piano signals the top of the form by physical gesture (head nod). Second time 

through, the counter melody is played 

2 – guitar solo on form. As the last piece in the first set, drums tried to keep the group energy 

up at this stage of the concert (Aural Instruction). With the use of double-time rhythmic 

figures and drum interjections, the arcs of each solo are the most pronounced of the concert 

so far *** (increased Empathic Interaction) 



(no)boundaries example: 
(Case Study Three, 2017)

excerpt 29’
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20’22” – peak of activity in the set so far (Empathic Speculation) 

20’40” – plateauing of intensity. Then drums embellish to continue elevation 

 

Section IV (10’50”) 

21’50” – introduction of electronically sustained tom-tom pulse. Drum solo continues as 

energy unravels and electronics process. Cymbal cadenza 

23’08” – alto saxophone joins. Feeling of tension building again as drums and alto play a 

duet. Tom-toms with mallets interact with electronic sustained pulse 

23’56” – trumpet enters playing contrasting counter melodies. Horns exchange melodic ideas 

25’10” – tom-toms start to harmonise with pulse and play against the rhythm. Horns continue 

dialoguing. Energy drops as horns blow long sustained sounds through their horns 

26’31” – drums carry melody, as bass drum begins to replicate pulse 

27’10” – alto saxophone enters with an ascending chromatic line. Then alternates similar 

phrases with space in between as reverberation continues. Leading to alto saxophone wails 

28’18” – trumpet enters with quartal melodic approach (Empathic Speculation) 

28’34” – back side of mallets create intensity leading to an angular alto saxophone solo. 

Piercing trumpet sustained notes heard 

29’20” – rock-feel from drums increases intensity again. Trumpet counter melody. Alto 

saxophone/drums synching occurs as electronic pulse continues (Empathic Speculation) 

30’47” – climax of set (Empathic Creativity) 

31’11” – alto saxophone and drums pause together leading to a loosening of energy, long 

sustain sounds, slowing down of textures, confluence of melodic lines, sustained trumpet 

32’31” – trumpet stops, percussive rattles 

32’40” – Finé 



Empathic 
Interaction
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focused on the journey towards the studio recording and in documenting a definitive version 

of the suite that adequately reflected this journey. 

 

Empathic Creativity 

In composing the suite, my priority was to facilitate attuned group improvisation that led to 

creative risk-taking and spontaneous musical expression, resulting in an empathic creativity 

between the performers. However, during the course of this tour, I was aware of three 

different facets to this phenomenon in the following order of increased connection: 

1. Empathic Attunement (an empathic alignment with other group members) 

2. Empathic Creativity (Empathic Attunement with creative risk-taking and spontaneous 

musical utterances) 

3. Empathic Speculation (a pro-active approach to group interaction that attempts to adapt the 

behaviour of another beyond their perceived boundaries) 

 

Based on an empathically creative approach, this further categorisation (Empathic 

Speculation) can also provide practitioners with a means of creating more complex 

improvisation in a group setting by pushing the boundaries of others into new and unexpected 

territories. It also speaks to the importance of having time to develop and nurture 

improvisation in consecutive performances. In an age where the space to develop any artistic 

endeavour is increasingly rare, the Embodied Hope album (Whirlwind Recordings, 2017) was 

a direct result of the adaptability of the compositions, the open-mindedness of the musicians 

involved, and a product of the space that allowed the music to grow organically. It could not 

have been possible any other way. 

 

 



Andrew Bain: Mosvatnet – early planning

• Lake I (quintet)
• Tenor & Double Bass
• Lake II (quintet)
• Alto & Piano
• Lake III (quintet)

[Break if two sets]
• Piano, Double Bass & Drums
• Lake IV (quintet)
• Alto & Drums
• Final Piece (quintet)



A 4E approach to the living mind is 
represented by four categories (embodied; 
embedded; enacted; and extended) and has 
been used extensively in recent times to 
explain various approaches to music cognition 
(Clarke, 2005; Krueger, 2014; van der Schyff
et al., 2018)
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2018b). Because of this, and as we discuss next, IT is often developed in conjunction with so-

called ‘4E’ models of cognition that aim to understand the embodied, ecologically embedded, 

enactive, and socially-materially extended nature of living cognitive systems (Menary, 2010a; 

Gallagher & Varga, 2015; Malafouris, 2013; Zahavi & Michael, 2018). Indeed, this approach is 

just beginning to be developed in musical contexts and could offer a useful framework for 

exploring musical empathy from an interactionist perspective. 

 

A 4E perspective for musical empathy 

According to a family of approaches that fall under the label “4E cognition,” cognition and 

perception are forms of ecologically situated action. As such, the domain of the mind is 

comprised not only of in-the-head processes, but also by bodily and environmental factors 

(Gallagher, 2017). Perception, for example, is constituted by neural activity along with bodily 

processes and world-directed activities (e.g., movements of the eyes and head; focusing and 

refocusing attention; reaching, grabbing, manipulating, etc.) that support our skillful engagement 

with the environment (Noë, 2004). Likewise, cognitive processes, such as remembering, are 

often distributed across heterogeneous systems involving a mixture of bodily and socio-material 

resources, from skills, habits, diaries and sticky-notes, to smartphones, cultural practices, and 

other social interactions (Michaelian & Sutton, 2013). Instead of relying exclusively on 

processes in our brain, we routinely “offload” cognitive tasks onto external (i.e., beyond-the-

head) resources. The latter act as cognitive scaffolding: relatively stable relationships with 

environmental factors that help us improve our performance, minimize cognitive load, and 

achieve otherwise-inaccessible mental, perceptual, and affective feats (Risko & Gilbert, 2016).  

To place this in a musical context, we might think of an interacting musical ensemble, 

such as a string quartet or a jazz trio. In both cases, the musicians involved develop repertoires 

of shared action and understanding that allow them to enact rhythmic structures and phrasing, 

intonation and dynamics, as well as the various forms of emotional and corporeal coordination 

required to sustain the music they co-create.9 In the process, they rely on each other to scaffold 

the extended musical environment by taking on and offloading various tasks (e.g., entraining 

with a beat provided by a drummer; leading phrasing, intonation, or dynamics). In line with our 

discussion of IT above, the way this plays out cannot be properly explained only in terms of 

internal simulations. Rather, it is more fully described as an unfolding process whereby agents 

come to know and understand each other directly through histories of embodied interaction that 

																																																								
9
 For similar discussions see Salice et al., 2017; Schiavio & Høffding, 2015; Walton et al., 2017; van der Schyff et al., 

2018.  



Thank you. Email: andrew.bain@bcu.ac.uk
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